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ISTD as a professional body has been evolving since its inception taking into
consideration, the perspectives of various management professionals and

HR

practitioners in the country.
The buzz words shaking the foundations of people function, irrespective of any
industry segment or vertical are: Automation, Artificial Intelligence, Block Chain,
Digitization, Cloud computing, Robotics, etc.
Is the HR function itself ready to ride the impending tsunami of change?
Dr Kiranmai Dutt Pendyala
Editor IJTD &
Corporate VP (HR), AMD Inc.
Hyderabad

In 2018, new ways to learn, interact and perform our roles will transform the work
environment. Just about every HR practice is being scrutinised and many reinvented,
as technology continues to augment HR activities in increasingly empowering ways.
Learning about the new trends will enable us to stay ahead of the curve and better
prepared to adapt to change.
Some of the major trends set to redefine talent management in 2018 and beyond
include:
i)

The rise and rise of Artificial Intelligence

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is permeating every industry and every profession. HR is no
exception. While AI can take many forms, in 2018 we will see a sharp increase in the
uptake of AI-enabled chatbots to match candidates with jobs.
As a result, recruiters will be freed to spend more time adding value to the sourcing
and selection process: conducting interviews and making offers to a considerably
reduced and select pool of candidates. It heralds a better talent acquisition experience
for everyone.
AI will also automate essential administrative processes (e.g. indexing and filing
candidate records), onboarding, measuring performance and offering personalized
curated learning content. In turn, HR professionals will refocus their efforts on
strategic workplace initiatives and contributing real business value.
Many common daily tasks will lend themselves to AI automation. That said,
automation doesn't necessarily equate to the loss of human jobs; in fact, it bodes well
for augmenting current HR roles by eliminating low productivity tasks and tapping into
AI to make informed workforce decisions. The resulting improved efficiency and
effectiveness of the HR function will be recognized across the business.
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ii)

The end of the employee - as we know it.

The new currency of the labour market will be mobility, not stability. The balance of power in the employer/employee
relationship has tipped in favour of employees and many businesses are still awakening to this realization.
HR professionals will need to rethink the way they manage the growing number of employees shifting to freelance
and contract modes of employment. HR-tech will be essential to help employees maintain connections across
borders, managers lead their teams and drive collaboration.
Gartner estimates that by 2020, 60% of organisations will use a unified talent management (UTM) strategy for their
entire workforce – freelancers, contractors and employees. In 2018, we will see an accelerated uptake of UTM
technologies, as more businesses identify the need to galvanize a multifaceted workforce.
iii)

Learning goes viral : self-directed micro-learning becomes the norm

Traditional learning models have hit their use-by dates. Expect to see more businesses move away from traditional,
structured programs, toward self-directed, social, informal learning platforms.
The pressure is on for employees to constantly increase and update their skills. HR and businesses will play a crucial
role in delivering learning that is continuous, consumable, relevant, and available on-demand. Small bursts of micro
learning will be reinforced through repetition in future lessons and tasks, as well as shared through social networking
platforms. Moreover, social connectivity breeds user-generated content and idea sharing, making learning more
digestible and engaging. In place of fixed, formal content, this will lead to workplace learning content to spread
organically through an organisation with viral impact.
iv)

The end of one-size-fits-all: personalization boosts employee engagement

Millennials are the key demographic constituent in majority of organisations currently or will be the case very soon.
businesses can no longer rely on a one-size-fits-all approach to talent management if they want to attract and retain
top talent. Additionally, people are pursuing career development opportunities at every age and are working longer
than ever before. So tailored and personalized learning opportunities for employees of all types will become the
norm. Rich data insights are set to help organisations deliver more engaging content and meet growing consumer
expectations for highly relevant and targeted information in the workplace.
HR analytics will expose gaps in employee productivity, highlight ways to improve engagement, uncover what
motivates employees and map the overall employment experience. Machine learning algorithms will apply text and
pattern recognition analytics to enrich the insights delivered via employee surveys, providing HR professionals with
an accurate reflection of employee sentiment, engagement and productivity in real time. HR professionals will have
the tools to be able to better make data-driven workforce decisions.

v)

Design thinking applied to HR

Traditional hierarchical organisation structures will soon be a thing of the past. Replaced by new organisational
designs that better facilitate teamwork, agility and collaboration, for many, this will be a welcome relief. As more and
v
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more companies hire employees across different time zones, working on multiple projects and using various media,
organisational design will evolve to accommodate a more fluid work stream. Matrix structures will replace linear
hierarchies and employees will be measured on how they collaborate with internal and external networks. Managers
are likely to be hired on a project basis.
This evolution in organisational design also warrants a shift in performance management. In 2018, we can expect
managers to be providing real-time feedback and coaching in place of fixed review cycles and businesses to be
investing in mobile performance coaching applications to facilitate and track performance discussions.

vi)

Augmented and virtual reality tools to amplify talent management

Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) will begin to find their way into the talent acquisition toolkits of techsavvy recruiters. Expect to be served up interactive job advertisements, go on a VR tour of your future workplace in
the UK while sitting in India, and complete VR assessments during your recruitment process. AR/VR will also be used
to enhance the employee experience by providing simulations of tasks and work challenges, better preparing
employees for real-world situations.
HR will play a new, enhanced role in this landscape. In 2018 HR will be instrumental in preparing the workplace and
the workforce for the tsunami of changes ahead.
In doing so, HR professionals will also need to craft the re-design of their own function – in order to ride the wave of
change, rather than be swamped by it.

Kiranmai P.
Editor, IJTD

*****
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National President's Message
Dear Members,
With an overwhelming sense of gratitude, I write this after taking over as National
President of ISTD for the third time. I am truly humbled to see the growing support
from the members and their unshakable faith. Big success comes with big
expectations. I am positive that every functioning and deliverable would be improved
in the coming years. IJTD is surely not an exception, I must say!

Dr R Karthikeyan
National President &
Managing Director,
Gemba Mgmt Consulting Pvt Ltd,
Chennai

More thrust is to be given for research work and publications. The journal is to be
revamped bringing more vigour with original articles and book reviews. To enable this
ISTD is looking for bodies for joint research works. I would take this opportunity to
invite all education institutions dedicated to higher education and research for possible
partnerships.
It is difficult to run a journal for a body that elects office bearers every year. To my luck,
Dr Kiranmai, a great blend of academia and industry experience, took the
responsibilities last two years. Now with another two years in hand, I am assembling a
team of academicians to work on the journal.
During the early years in clinical psychology, I used to be a critic of eclecticism. A
conceptual approach that does not hold rigidly to a single school of thought was so
unpalatable to me those days. How can one toe along with so many approaches
without a firm conviction on a single paradigm? I was a die - hard psychoanalytic at
heart. When my research supervisor was keen that I use behavior therapy approach, I
was keen not contaminate with my inner leanings. My work in learning and
development paved way to deep dive into humanistic psychology. My reading and
personal inquiry lead me first to existential psychology and then later heavily on
oriental philosophies. I have become a practitioner with an eclectic model, finally. The
need and context would demand what it wants. I am free flowing with no “ism”s to
defend.
I would prescribe eclecticism today. We are moving from “this or that” to “this and
that”. ISTD would benefit immensely when more openness to achieved. As the great
Tamil poet Subramania Bharathy said…”let us go to all the eight directions of the world
to bring all artistic treasures here!”
From my part, I promise IJTD to become truly global in the forthcoming issues.
Warm Regards,

Dr R Karthikeyan
National President, ISTD
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Abstract
Purpose:
The paper reports a comprehensive review of social entrepreneurship and its link with social transformation and
raises few research issues leading it to research questions.
Methodology:
The articles and thesis have been published in selected reviewed international journals in the last (2006-2016)10
years which are collected through Research Gate, SAGE and Google scholar. The articles are scrutinized based on
authors' perspective analysis.
Discussions:
The paper argues about the considerable evidence from the literature in social entrepreneurship and its initiatives for
society in recent years. But there are wide scopes of research still left to get a clear knowledge about it and build its
future ground.
Research implications:
The paper is primarily review on the base of 21 articles which has been critically analysis in the domain of social
entrepreneurship and its social value creation and hence should be interpreted only as key concerns in the area.
Originality:
The paper is primarily review based on 21 articles which is critically analysis in the domain of social entrepreneurship
and its link with social transformation.
Keywords: Social Entrepreneurship, Social Transformation, Value Creation, Social Enterprise, Social change
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Paper Type: Literature Review
INTRODUCTION

1.

Most economists and academics support the notion that entrepreneurship is becoming a crucial factor in the
development and well-being of societies. Whether the entrepreneurial activities are practiced in factor driven,
efficiency-driven, or innovation-driven economies (Porter et al., 2002), the ultimate results continue to exhibit: i)
lower unemployment rates; ii) increased tendency to adopt innovation; and iii) accelerated structural changes in the
economy. Entrepreneurship offers new competition, and as such promotes improved productivity and healthy
economic competitiveness (UNCTAD, 2004). The concept of entrepreneurship has a long history in the business
sector and entrepreneur has been part of mankind for ages. But entrepreneurship has many divisions according to
the work they choose; having similarities left. As applied to social concerns, the concept has taken a turn towards a
new division named, social entrepreneurship. Social entrepreneurship is the field in which entrepreneurs tailor their
activities to be directly tied with the ultimate goal of creating social value. In doing so, they often act with little or no
intention to gain personal profit. But Steyart and Hjorth (2006) stress that research on and development of social
entrepreneurship was undertaken, until recent years, by scholars and experts who typically did not belong to the
field of entrepreneurship.
The use of the term social entrepreneurship is gaining increased popularity. However, confusion and uncertainty are
constantly noted about what exactly a social entrepreneur is and does. The term social entrepreneur is ill-defined
(Barendsen and Gardner, 2004 Weerawardena and Mort, 2006), it is fragmented, and it has no coherent theoretical
framework (Weerawardena and Mort, 2006). Accordingly, social entrepreneurship may solve concrete social
problems such as poverty and discrimination ( Estrin et al. 2013, Lilian , 2016) as well as environmental problems
through cooperation of scholars, foundations and other field building actors (Huybreechts and Nicholls 2012). Social
entrepreneurship has taken on a variety of meanings from authors to authors; from researchers to researchers. This
paper states the theme to create value through innovation by studying social entrepreneurship and social
transformation and their linkage. The structure of the paper is based on an authors' perspective. More specifically,
this study focuses on social entrepreneurship that creates innovative solutions to immediate social problems and
mobilizes the ideas, capacities, resources, and social arrangements required for sustainable social transformations
for authors' view point. Although it is believed that all approaches to social entrepreneurship has considerable utility
and is particularly interested in social entrepreneurship as a catalyst for social transformation (S. Alvord et al., 2004).
“Whenever society is stuck or has an opportunity to seize a new opportunity, it needs an entrepreneur to see
the opportunity and then to turn that vision into a realistic idea and then a reality and then, indeed, the new
pattern all across society. We need such entrepreneurial leadership at least as much in education and human
rights as we do in communications and hotels. This is the work of social entrepreneurs.”
-Bill Drayton Founder of Ashoka: Innovators for the Public
1.1

SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Many published research papers discuss social entrepreneurship; only few can states about its depth. The concept of
social entrepreneurship has a long history in the business sector. A major theme has been the creation of value
through innovation (Drucker, 1985; Schumpetre, 1951). As applied to social concerns, the concept has taken on a
variety of meanings. It is important to note the conceptual differences between the definitions of social
2

entrepreneurship as the meaning changes from authors to authors. Social entrepreneurship as a practice has been
into discussion more than last 2 decades or even more, which integrates economic and social value creation in a
global presence. In 2006 Nicholls stated in one of his papers that the term social entrepreneur was first introduced in
1972 by Banks who noted that social problems could also be deployed by managerial practices. Interestingly,
Gregory Dees (1988) gave already elaborate definition of social entrepreneur in his widely appreciated article “The
Meaning of Social Entrepreneurship”. According to him social entrepreneurs play the role of change agents in the
social sector by
-

Adopting a mission to create and sustain social value

-

Pursuing new opportunities to serve the mission

-

In a process of continuous innovation, adapting and learning, and

-

Solve the social problems and exhibit the accountability.

However, the definitions given by Sarah Alvord et al. (2004) potrays social entrepreneurship as a means to alleviate
social problems and catalyze social transformation. But according to Choi (2014) in her thesis she stated that 'no one
knows exactly from where the concept of social entrepreneurship in literature originated'.
As the time passes by, the term “social entrepreneurship” becomes a multi- interpretable concept although it
appears to be a mixture of related but different phenomena. A good quantity of authors have devoted a considerable
amount of scholarly effort to define what social entrepreneurship is (Dees, 1998; Mair & Marti, 2006; Peredo &
Mclean, 2006; Perrini & Vurro, 2006; Sullivian Mort et al. 2003) and what the common and differences it has with its
related fields such as non profit enterprises (Boschee & McClurg, 2003; Fowler, 2000), social activism and social
service provision (Martin & Osberg, 2007). Lucas Timothy A. (2012) argues that social entrepreneurship acts as a
motivational factor and profit is not the overarching goal of every entrepreneur. He studies how to explore the
background of social entrepreneurs and increase their motivations. Similarly Nia J. Choi (2012; 2014) addresses
three objectives in her thesis,
1)

conceptual understanding,

2)

clarifications of concepts of social entrepreneur and

3)

Link of social innovations and social entrepreneurship.

She has taken with-in case analyses and cross case analyses to prove her objectives of the study. Ultimately, from
her study she states that many researchers lack of common consensus while defining the social entrepreneurship
and discussing about its historical origins. Hence, her study created an outlined by clarifying the concepts of social
entrepreneurship and the process by which social innovations are successfully developed by social entrepreneurs
which has been empirically investigated on the basis of a qualitative study.
To get into depth, some researchers in their papers states that the term social entrepreneurship as non profit
initiatives enterprises which are in search of alternative funding strategies, or management schemes to create social
value ( Austin et al. 2003, Boschee 2003). And a second group of scholars reviewed it as the socially responsible
practices of commercial business engaged in cross sector partnerships (Sagawa & Segal, 2000; Roberts & Woods,
2005). Another group understand social entrepreneurship as a means to alleviate social problems and catalyse
3
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social transformation (Alvord et al, 2004; Ashoka Innovators, 2000). So numerous definitions have offer different
aspects and dimensions of social entrepreneurship. Muhammad Yunus of the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh, Ella
Bhat of the Self-employed women's association (SEWA) in India, Bill Drayton of the Ashoka foundation in the United
States and Ms Maathai of Green Belt in Kenya are some recent examples of social entrepreneurs to state the different
dimensions (Bornstein, 2004; Maathai, 1985; Yunus, 1998). This has been explained much earlier that the term
social entrepreneurship has taken on a variety of meanings, definitions and different fields by Dees in 1994 and
1998. Thus, the authors still does not have a clear comprehensive picture of phenomenon and lack of clear
understanding of social entrepreneurship and its related links.
Then how do we define social entrepreneurship? What differentiates a social entrepreneurial initiative from social
initiatives? How should we study it? Which field social entrepreneurship is related to? Does social entrepreneurship
have any methodology to measure and examine different phenomenon? And many more unsolved queries to come
yet.
Despite of varieties of definitions, some scholars noted that definitions of social entrepreneurship refer to a process
of behaviour, definitions of social entrepreneurs focus on the founder of the initiative and definition of social
enterprise refer to the tangible outcome of social entrepreneurship (Anonymous). Venture philanthropists, grant
sponsors, boards of directors, non-profit entrepreneurs, consultants and academics are now all interested in the
field of social entrepreneurship (Boschee, 2001 and Kramer, 2005). Social entrepreneurship has evolved into the
mainstream after years of revolving on the edges of the non-profit sector (Urban, 2008).
As we move towards the nearby time, the term social entrepreneurship among researchers got more intensive and
more practical solutions are searched to overcome the outcomes through case studies along with the theoretical
aspects of it. The concept of social entrepreneurship becomes even more evident when other classifications
emerged and act as add on qualities of it. In summary, social entrepreneurship is a complex phenomenon involving
organisational forms, is difficult to define and has therefore led to proliferation of different definitions and
approaches within a span of time.
1.2

SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION

Change can be found and analysed in rather limited groups in process of transformation which are of varying lengths
and of varying characters; as stated by an anonymous author in a newspaper article in 2010. The analysis of social
change tries to show conditions as factor that causes the movement of a society from one particular situation to
another thus leads to social transformation. Social transformation implies a fundamental change in society whether
bought by economy or modernisation or any other factor (Habibul H. Khondker et al 2014). Studies of social
transformation encompass a wide range of institutional and cultural changes in society throughout history. Social
transformation and it related data are always treated as sociology papers. Social transformations include the
innovations for social impacts and the concern for mobilizing resources and they lead to shifts in the societal context
within which the original problem is embedded and sustained. The problem or solution of social transformation is
linked to an analysis that concerns the interaction of two rather different cultural, political and economic systems
(Scott, 2011).
In this paper social transformation is linked to social entrepreneurship for the creation of values in society through
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entrepreneurial ideas. The concept of values widely used in current research is defined as ideals that guide or qualify
personal conduct, interaction with others, and other situations of social interaction (Braithwaite and Blamey, 1998).
Thus, it is assumed that concept and change in values stimulate individual actions, which, in their turn, influence real
economic and entrepreneurial variables.
1.3

SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP: CATALYST FOR SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION

The social entrepreneurship is quite new and complex phenomena till the present era. Though, connections
between social values, social entrepreneurship and economic growth had been noted in the beginning of the
nineteenth century. But commenter believes that still there is a large unexplored part left in the connection between
them. The researchers, however, have not come to definite conclusion concerning presence of such connection,
since there is a number of works that find no relations between values and economic development (Pryor, 2005),
while some others claim presence of such connection (Minkov and Blagoev, 2009). Although interconnection
between social values and economic development is not completely un-investigated, but numerous empirical
studies have tested relations between entrepreneurship and economic development and classical papers by Weber
(1905) and Schumpeter (1934) suggest that there is a close relationship between entrepreneurship and social
values. Simply, entrepreneurship becomes a social endeavour when it transforms social capital in a way that affects
society positively, thus social entrepreneurship and social entrepreneurship arise. Social entrepreneurship make
significant and diverse contributions to their communities and societies, adopting business models to offer creative
solutions to complex and persistent social problems (Wikipedia).
The test of social entrepreneurship, in contrast, is change in social systems that create and maintain the problem,
although the organizations involved may become smaller or less viable as they catalyze societal transformation. In
historical study, some research in the development literature had assessed characteristics common to large-scale,
successful poverty alleviation initiatives (e.g., Krishna, Uphoff, & Esman, 1997; Tendlar, 1989). Even some
investigators had focused on the organizational and institutional characteristics of effective development agencies
(e.g., Brown & Covey, 1987; Korten, 1980; Paul, 1982), and others had looked at the characteristics of successful
social movements (e.g., Gamson, 1975; McAdam, McCarthy, & Zald, 1996; Tarrow, 1998). But there was less
available on the links between social entrepreneurship and sustainable societal transformations as compared to the
present times. Non -profit organizations may create commercial subsidiaries and use them to generate employment
or revenue that serves their social purposes; for-profit organizations as entrepreneurs; they may donate some of
their profits or organize their activities to social goals. But as social entrepreneurship innovating for social impact is a
must do. They focus on innovations and social arrangements that have consequences for social problems, often with
relatively little attention to economic viability by ordinary business criteria (Dees, 1998). Social entrepreneurs are
always focused on social problems. They create innovative initiatives, build new social arrangements, and mobilize
resources in response to those problems rather than market criteria. Hence, others see social entrepreneurship as a
way to catalyze social transformations well beyond solutions to the initial problems. From this perspective, social
entrepreneurship can produce small changes in the short term that reverberate through existing systems to catalyze
large changes in the longer term (Ashoka Innovators, 2000). Social entrepreneurs in this tradition understands not
only immediate problems but also the larger social system and its interdependencies, so they can introduce new
paradigms at critical leverage points that lead to cascades of mutually reinforcing changes in social arrangements.
This justifies the importance of social entrepreneurship and its work as a catalyst for social transformation for society
from time to time.
5
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Selection of components for social entrepreneurship and transformation is difficult as it varies from authors to
authors. In this range from social justice, social value, viable socio-economic structures, is forging a new equilibrium,
as employing innovation, entrepreneurial skills, market gaps, solving social problems, to social entrepreneur as a
change agent (Zahra et al., 2009). Michael Porter in his interview even associated social entrepreneurship with new,
future order, so called transformational capitalism, as social entrepreneurship creates shared value (Driver, 2012).
Social entrepreneurship is beneficial for society as it is as one kind of social innovation and might bring benefits to
various stakeholders: for business - rise in incomes and profits, customer's volume, loyalty and satisfaction, business
reputation; for the social targeted groups: reduction of unemployment and social exclusion of social targeted
groups; for the state: favourable public opinion, reduced pollution and the state's image” (Lauzikas & Cernikovaite,
2011).
Many researchers have connected the social entrepreneurship with social transformation in the various diverse
ways. Few are:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Social innovation and initiatives (Austin et al., 2006, Santos 2014, Mair & Marti, 2004)
Profit and Non profit organisation
Value creation (Driver 2011, Certo & Miller, 2008, Adomaviciute et al., 2012)
Stability of society, promotion and expansion (Kosteteska & Berezyak, 2014)
Demand, supply and institutional factor (Chell,E. Nicolopoulou, K. & Karatas Ozkan, M. 2010)
Performance improvement (Dees, 2007, Certo & Miller, 2008)
Conceptualization (Greblikaite, 2012, G. Dees, 1988)

However the social entrepreneurship theory is still in the stage of conceptualization as different countries have
different social entrepreneurship coverage specifics and attitudes to social entrepreneurship initiatives; one of which
is social transformation. Analysis of theoretical and empirical studies allows to state that there is variety of attitudes
on social entrepreneurship topic. Chowdhury & Santos (2010), Perrini, Vurro & Costanzo (2010) paid attention for
further research of social enterprises, and for explanation of factors influencing development of entrepreneurship
initiatives. Others researchers state the importance of social value creation and argue about lack of research in social
entrepreneurship process and social initiatives development (Sundaramurthy, Musteen, & Randel, 2013;
Weerawardena & Mort, 2012; Mair & Martí, 2006; Santos, 2012).
According to the authors' perspective, social entrepreneurship and social transformation can be divided into two
categories:
1.
2.

Development studies
Social movement research

The detailed analysis of the above two categories will be discussed in section 3 i.e. literature review part. The
organization of the paper is as follows:
Section 2: review methodology
Section 3: literature review and research questions
Section 4: discussions
Section 5: agenda for future research
The paper ends with a few suggestions to contemporary researchers for further studies.
6

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Given the interest in social entrepreneurship and societal transformation, I sought articles with sufficient history to
evaluate their long-term impacts. Keyword searches are employed to identify articles published between 2006 and
2016 in specific management databases such as Research Gate, Google Scholar and Sage. Initial keywords searches
are performed using terms “social transformation”, “social entrepreneurship”, “social enterprise”.

These searches

resulted in 257 articles; 148 in Google scholar ( including research gate) and 109 articles in SAGE. Many articles were
published but after a tough scrutinise, only 257 articles were identified which are related to the base of the study.
Summary of the search results is shown in table 1 and the research methodology is shown in figure 1.
An analysis by year and approach of published articles is presented in figure 2 and 3 respectively. The analysis shows
a notable growth in the number of articles published from 2006 to 2016 (figure 2). As expected, there already exists
a considerable amount of research on the topic and changes have been seen in conceptualisation to innovation
which can serve as a broad research agenda.
Researchers have used the case study approach more than the survey approach. Hence, there is low attention to the
survey approach in social entrepreneurship area as per figure 3. The 257 articles were further scrutinized based on
author's perspective analysis on social entrepreneurship which is briefly introduced in the beginning of the chapter in
section 1.1. This includes enhancing the social entrepreneurship and social transformation and their linkage
explained in section 1.3. In providing the social entrepreneurship perspective, the authors considered appears which
focussed on specific areas of the specific topic such as social innovation and initiatives, value creation (Nicholls,
2015, Weerawarden et al., 2015), conceptualisation, historical aspect (Dees, 1998a), economic and political study.
Further in order to justify the analysis adopted for this extraction, the following reasons for selection part:
●
●
●

General issues of social entrepreneurship
Social entrepreneurship for societal changes i.e., social transformation
key variables

In summary, the argument is that papers which extensively address the issue of social entrepreneurship and social
transformation and provides detailed key insights on the issue and satisfy any of the above criteria are potential
candidates for inclusion in this paper. This has helped in extracting the most relevant 21 articles from the pool of 257
articles for the scope and objectives of the paper. The detailed classification of the final extracted papers (21) with
respect to author, title, approach and focus are shown in table 3.
Table 1 : Database Review (Year : 2006-2016)

7
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Figure 1: Research Methodology
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Table 3 : Literature Review of 21 Articles

10

NOTE: This paper does not study any measures for social entrepreneurship and its work as catalyst in social
transformation; however it justified for its potentiality to support the aspect of the relevant study. F/TFRAMEWORK/THEORY | S- SURVEY | R- REVIEW, 1-Development studies; 2-Social movement/ value creation
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LIETRATURE REVIEW
“Probably the greatest challenge in understanding social entrepreneurship lies in defining the boundaries of what we
mean by social” (Seelos & Mair, 2005). The 21 scrutinized papers are viewed on the basis of two phases of the social
entrepreneurship and its social initiatives process as reported below:i.
ii.

Development studies
Social movement research

i.

Development studies

Development studies focus on the economic, social, and political challenges of social change; on the nature of
development problems and the kinds of innovations required to solve them; and on the importance of building local
capacity to sustain improvements. Most definitions of social entrepreneurship emphasize the innovative character of
the initiative, and both development and organization theorists emphasize understanding core strategies and tasks
in explaining effectiveness (Steyarth and Hjorth, 2006; Nichollos 2006, Yoni et al., 2013). In comparing the cases,
one can examine the nature of the innovation in some detail also. But not all development work amounts to social
entrepreneurship ( Bacq et al., 2011), of course. In many cases, replication or expansion of existing services does not
require social entrepreneurship (Chowdhury & Santos, 2010). So, when the resources or capacities to duplicate
existing services for poor and marginalized groups are not available, creative initiatives can reconfigure existing
resources or services for more effective or wider delivery (e.g., Uphoff, Esman, & Krishna, 1998). Hence some
patterns of innovation those appear across cases: Is there a development of social entrepreneurship? Are there
several forms of innovation associated with different kinds of problems or contexts?
ii.

Social movement research

Social movement researchers examine the attributes of collective action to redress social problems, examining
issues such as political opportunity structures, resource mobilization, movement identity formation, and political
strategy and tactics (e.g., Gamson, 1975; McAdam et al., 1996; Tarrow, 1998). Other perspectives focuses attention
on the aspects of the cases that are the nature of their innovations, the characteristics of the organization, and the
paths by which they scaled up their impacts to produce societal transformations( see Estrin et al., 2013, Scott, 2011,
Lilian, 2016). Social movement research suggests that fundamental changes in distributions of power and political
influence on decision making (Mazumdar, 2015) are central to lasting change. Like above, some patterns also appear
here: To what extent are different approaches to scaling up impacts across the case? Are some patterns of scaling up
particularly successful in catalyzing long-term changes in societal arrangements?
Table 2 : Research Questions
Phases

Research Questions

Development studies

R1: Is there a development of social entrepreneurship?
R2: Are there several forms of innovation associated with different kinds of
problems or contexts?
R3: Can profitability and social entrepreneurship walk side by side?
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Social movement research

R4: What extent are different approaches to scale up the impacts of social
innovation in an organisation?
R5: Are some patterns of scaling up particularly successful in catalyzing longterm changes in societal arrangements?
R6: Is social entrepreneurship is used by the organizations to make profit in
silent and secret manner?

DISCUSSIONS
Gauging the state of research on a literature review level, social entrepreneurship is a young field of study (Dees &
Battle Anderson, 2006; Dorado, 2006; Short et al., 2009), and the review confirms its current stage of infancy.
Having reviewed the extant research, the articles preferred to be discuss the findings confirms this formative stage
from a literature perspective. Social entrepreneurship observes a strong increase in the number of articles on it; that
is both conceptual and empirical since the turn of the century, although the absolute and relative number of empirical
studies remains limited. For the past half century, researchers describe how business affairs have been carried out in
social entrepreneurship with value creation and great opportunities. Social entrepreneurs innovate new solutions to
chronic social problem that are more efficient than the public sector and activate a virtuous circle of social capital
scaling up to a sustainable development agenda in the communities (Leadbeater, 1997). But as long as agreement
on the concept is lacking, it is worth paying considerable attention to the explication of what social entrepreneurship
entails when applying the concept. Surprisingly, this is not the case in all of the studies in this review. An inventory of
the definitions used throughout the articles by different authors left me with many concepts and its different parts of
initiatives; one of which leads to social transformation. Furthermore, based on the review of selected research
papers, and taking into account of the previous considerations of authors, the study sheds light on the roles of social
entrepreneurship which achieve sustainable development of societal transformation.
FUTURE RESEARCH
From previous section 4, the study finds out that methods employed in social entrepreneurship research replicate
previous findings (e.g. Granados 2011). This indicates that many articles lack an empirical part while those which do
present empirical findings are predominately based on qualitative methods. Cases and narratives are often simply
used to exemplify theoretical concepts of social entrepreneurship. There is no doubt that narratives and other forms
of qualitative research are important tools to enhance our understanding of the field (Gartner 2007, Gartner and
Birley 2002, Hindle 2004, Neergard et al. 2007), when applied properly.
Regarding the debate over definitions of social entrepreneurship & its dimensions and on exploratory power of
qualitative studies, it is understandable that such a scale has not been developed so far. In the literature it has been
seen a similar based on a continuum (Dees & Elias 1998, Austin et al. 2006, Massetti 2008). Spear (2006) has
suggested a different continuum approach, assessing the social innovativeness in order to distinguish social
entrepreneurship from other social business activities. This attempt probably could be integrated by adding a
dimension on social innovativeness to the former. Different dimensions of such a continuum could reflect different
level of analyses and quantitative measurement scales would for instance be use; Likert scales and factor analyses
for the context of entrepreneurial orientation or entrepreneurial management (Stevenson and Gumpert 1985;
Brown, Davidsson and Wicklund (2001); Kuhn, Sassmannshausen and Zollin 2010). However, even though the idea
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for such an empirical approach in social entrepreneurship based on a continuum is more than century, to our
knowledge the application of the concept has yet not been successfully carried out in empirical field work. Neither
has any measurement scale been derived from qualitative research and/or theory. So I suggest that this should be a
major focus of future research on social entrepreneurship. A breakthrough would then allow to incorporate
contextual variables of empirical social entrepreneurship research in a second step (Welter, 2011; Zahra and Wright,
2011), as context also play an important role especially in social entrepreneurship, and new activities of social
entrepreneurs often will be inspired by certain contexts on entrepreneurship research in general.
FEW SUGGESTIONS TO RESEARCHERS
The following suggestions can be considered as some advices to researchers for their further study on this topic.
•
Researchers should include more of the survey approach than case studies in social entrepreneurship.
•
There is a need for transparent and present case study approach to understand the factors affecting social
•

entrepreneurial values.
There is need to understand the social entrepreneurs and their differences in behaviours in developing and

•

developed countries.
Researchers should include more of the primary data than secondary data or the combination of both the data

•

techniques.
Analysis is needed on the social entrepreneurship programs and education tools.

To this end, the paper and its sections have given a detailed review on the social entrepreneurship and its initiatives.
Subsequently, the paper will refine and update our understanding.
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Abstract
India has been one of the oldest communities which gave birth to brilliant scholars, mathematicians, artists,
entrepreneurs etc. However, over the period gap between industry demand and educationalists supply has been
widening exponentially. In the era of crypto currencies and artificial intelligence, post graduates doesn't qualify even
basic MS Excel tests. Industrialists had been and have been struggling for human efficiencies. Doesn't matter how
efficient machine is but if operator doesn't know how to use its inbuilt robust programs, machine cannot deliver what
it is expected to.
Few of the booming industries include Financial KPOs and BPOs. All these are labor oriented industries. But labor
here are qualified individuals who need to work more on existing data and reports using Business Intelligence tools.
Through this research, researcher is trying to find current skill requirements of professionals working in KPO, BPO,
Finance and Education Industry. Paper tries to open eyes of industrialists who are easily missing out on a low cost
efficiency booster. Instead of investing in high end technologies or high cost individuals, Researcher is aiming to
bring their attention towards MS Excel skill enhancements.
I have statistically proven all the hypothesis with primary data analysis. Results are vital from perspectives of hiring,
team building, expansion and diversification. It will also be beneficial to other technology and application developers
by knowing users' perspectives.
Keywords - MS Excel, Financial KPO, BPO, Education, Training, skill requirement, Competency
Introduction
Since the automation in every industry have boomed for last couple of decades, manual work has been reduced
drastically. Right from attendance monitoring, leave applications & approval to performance management, machine
is doing recording of everything. Need of registers, forms, delays etc. are have gone outdated. There are abundant
business intelligence tools available which don't need software programmer. User can just feed in data and get the
required output. Only thing is higher intelligence tool demand high costs. It is further complicated because of
recurring costs due to change in government norms, salary components etc. In such case, it is better to use a
resource that is available in company. One of such resource is MS Excel.
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Microsoft have made MS Excel so versatile and robust that almost any industry can use it – Manufacturing,
Automobile, Finance, Accounting, Education, Software, KPO, BPO, Bank and so on. Every department finds
applications of MS Excel – HR, Marketing, Finance, Administration, Audit, Operations, Production, Quality, etc. If a
user is unskilled, he may take hours to generate report from 10 years data of sales. A consummate will take few
seconds. (Ribitzky, n.d.). Thus, it is time to update our "Skills required" section of "Job Posting" on various websites
(Ostler, n.d.).
However, industry is facing great challenge to get fresh, ready to deploy blood for the work. Though some companies
have started putting this as prerequisite for job, applicants are not reduced. Since, applicants have also updated their
resume by putting one more bullet in "Skills" section of their resume (Proformative, 2013). Thus, company have to
really struggle to get to know the applicant who is really apt in it.
Statement of the problem
After getting Engineering (Graduation) or MBA (Post Graduation) degrees, it is obviously expected that they know
the operations. However, MBA – HR person doesn't even know components of salaries, win-win salary proposals for
employer as well as employee, deduction components from salary etc. Thanks to technology. These calculations are
no more required to be done on paper using calculator. Applications and software can do this for you. But candidates
don't even know the appropriate process of feeding all this information in system and getting output from it.
Students might not have opportunity to work on SAP or other business intelligence tools. But they surely have MS
Excel on their fingertips. Students have been using MS Word and MS PowerPoint for at least a decade before
launching their professional career. Out of these, why even 1 year is not spent on MS Excel seriously and sincerely?
Objectives
This research is intended to meet following objectives:
Ÿ

To recognize dependency of professionals from various industries on MS Excel.

Ÿ

To rationalize need of MS Excel skills development training for corporate growth

Ÿ

To explain necessity of putting MS Excel skills as prerequisite for hiring
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Hypothesis of the study
Hypothesis I
H0: There is no correlation between Industry category of employee and need of MS Excel.
H1: There is correlation between Industry category of employee and need of MS Excel.
Hypothesis II
H0: There is no correlation between Industry category of employee and MS Excel skill evaluation at workplace.
H1: There is correlation between Industry category of employee and MS Excel skill evaluation at workplace.
Hypothesis III
H0: There is no correlation between Industry category of employee and teachers' priority to MS Excel during
education.
H1: There is correlation between Industry category of employee and teachers' priority to MS Excel during education.
Research Design
This is research is based on Primary data collection from working professionals working in Financial KPOs.
Scope of the study
Data collection Method: Structured questionnaire (manually filled as well as using Google Doc). Questionnaire
used 5 Point Likert scale as "Always", "Often", "Sometimes", "Rarely" and "Never".
Industry scope: Research is restricted to Financial KPO, BPO, Engineering and Finance industries only.
Geographical scope: Organizations amongst above sectors from Pune and Mumbai in Maharashtra are considered
for the study.
Variables: "Ease of Understanding", "Ease of online support", "Superior MS Excel skills" and "MS Excel skill
enhancement" are continuous variables. "Age of Employee" is a categorical independent variable.
Data Collection
After releasing questionnaire to the Universe of expected respondents from Pune and Mumbai. 121 respondents
turned up to contribute to the research.
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Industry wise Responses
Using MS Excel, questions wise and industry wise responses are collated as follows.
Question: I need to use MS Excel in my day to day activities / office responsibilities
Industry Type

Responses
BPO

Education

Finance

KPO

Total

Proportion

This shows all the industries in consideration need MS Excel tool almost "Always". They need it to collate their
information regarding resources, budget, expenses, attendance, scores, sales, accidents, etc.
Question: While working as an employee, have you ever been evaluated on MS Excel skills?
Industry Type

Responses
BPO

Education

Finance

KPO

Total

Proportion

This shows all the industries in consideration need MS Excel tool almost "Often". People who know potential of MS
Excel, they are checking Excel skills of their junior and subordinates. Since seniors need to dig out results from
information provided by their team members, they need appropriate data without errors. Skilled team only can finish
up task in time.
Question: Teachers gave priority to MS Excel training / MS Excel based projects during graduation /
post-graduation.
Industry Type

Responses
BPO

Education

Finance

20

KPO

Total

Proportion

This shows all the industries in consideration need MS Excel tool almost "Rarely". This is one of the biggest areas of
concern. Education need to be in line with industry demand. There is no point in giving MS Word / Presentation
projects more instead of what is required.
Results & Analysis
Summarized information of all industries shows MS Excel is needed everywhere desperately. However,
comparatively few industry bother to check Excel skills of employees at workplace. This certainly shows negligence
of both superiors and heads. To make things worse, teachers' are not taking up initiative to groom their students in
unescapable skill.

Hypothesis I
Average percentage rating have been calculated
for statistical analysis. Careful observation
shows that in every industry, MS Excel is a
workplace need. Thus, null hypothesis is
accepted. We can conclude that MS Excel is
required by employees from all the Industries.
Hypothesis II
Skill evaluation appears to be varying across
industries. Thus, null hypothesis is rejected and
we can conclude that MS Excel skill evaluation
varies industry to industry. In KPO / BPO,
segment, it is higher since more jobs are of data
entry / reports generation. In education
industry, it is lower since more focus is on
domain knowledge.
Hypothesis III
Teachers' priority of respondents had been comparatively much lower compared to need. It is evident that priority
appears to be lowest in Finance industry. Thus, null hypothesis is rejected and we can conclude that teachers from
various streams have varying priorities.
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Conclusion
With lakhs of institutes and crores of experienced faculty families, expected skillsets amongst youth is missing. To
help them become competent employees / businessmen, they should be equipped with analytical aptitude.
In the world of Data Analytics, one need to know fundamentals of technologies with which employees can do the
analysis much efficiently. When users understand need of MS Excel, they should not be waiting for employers to
arrange for training program. There are many online free learning tools, websites, forums available that can help
them resolve their issues.
Recruitment team need to update their job postings and skill requirements according to technology development.
Those who include Excel test in the form of "Objective" test, they are also making blunders. Domain knowledge is
certainly necessary. But knowledge about sword is not sufficient to survive if you who don't know how to use it in war
for protection as well as defeat. Every job profile is a war with problems, challenges, boss, subordinates,
competitors, promotions, opportunities and most importantly with self. Even if recruiter disqualifies applicant, at
least he should take away lesson of improving his Excel skills.
Every individual who is completing Graduation / Master's degree is spending at least 7-8 conscious years in
institutions having digital libraries and equipped computer labs. Loads of MS Word / PowerPoint projects can make
their beautiful but may not necessarily hone their analytical skills. Teachers need to upgrade themselves with new
tools / techniques / exercises of imparting engineering / management / finance knowledge. Simply upgrading MS
Office versions on company's / college's computers will not suffice. New features need to be mastered to change our
own efficiency levels.
We have reached till this point "Somehow". However, to sustain, we need to master our Excel skills "Anyhow"!
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Abstract
The organizations strategize towards enhancing efficiency and effectiveness, by optimizing their systems, to attain
wholesome competitive advantage. They persistently endeavor for value maximization due to huge investments at
stake. Consistent with the trending interest of service organizations towards generating maximum possible value
from their critical intangible resources, the present study attempted to empirically explore the impact of intellectual
capital on organizational effectiveness in education sector with special reference to India. The results reveal that
organizational effectiveness of private sector educational institutions is positively impacted by the development of its
human, customer and structure capital, whereas the public sector educational architecture needs to create a robust
foundation in order to heirarchially progress towards developing value based sub-systems.
Keywords: Intellectual Capital, Organizational effectiveness, Human Capital, Customer Capital, Structure Capital,
Education
Introduction
The pace and nature of transformations across industries in India has been successful in generating a wave of
awareness on comprehensivity of returns on investment. The industry is gradually understanding the realms beyond
financial & economical game, and is initiating an internal revamp of processes which can attract holistic benefits. In
this regard, intellectual capital has received attention from the policy makers, industry and academia alike.
Charecteretical of compounding the non-financial assets of an organization into a single concept, its literature began
to surge primarily into the direction of its impact on financial performance. However, the present industrial
expectations call for understanding a more holistic impact before a concept's generous acceptance. Therefore, the
present research focuses on the impact of intellectual capital on organizational effectivess.
With an intention of studing the said relationship in diverse industries, a series of research is intended, and the
beginning is made with education & training sector in India. According to IBEF Report April 2018, “the education
sector in India is poised to witness major growth in the years to come as India will have world's largest tertiary-age
population and second largest graduate talent pipeline globally by the end of 2020.” The agency quotes that indian
education market is valued at US$ 100 billion at present and is expected to appromately double to by 2020. The
school segment contributes 52 per cent to the education market in India and higher education contributes 15 per
cent of the market size. With rapid expansion of education in India, it has emerged as one of the most pertinant
employment generating sector in the Indian economy. The percieved importance of the elements of intellectual
capital for the education sector, it was chosen as a contextual area for the study.
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Intellectual Capital
Organizations began to identify knowledge as a significant strategic resource, and consequently transited from
being traditional systems into leaning organizations (Gavious and Russ, 2009; Ramezan, 2011). Their capability to
comprehend the economic value from their combined knowledge assets, of human skills, product distribution,
affiliations and information, became their source of competitive advantage in the market. Gradually, the focus on
relationships competencies and new ideas, established the predominant role of intellectual capital in maximizing the
enterprise value.
Study of various models of intellectual capital proposed by different researchers share a notion that intellectual
capital of an organization can be considered as the value embedded in the employee know-how, customer & market
connect and infrastructural capabilities. Amongst all the theories that have been proposed to describe intellectual
capital, one suggested by Bontis (1998), comprehensively describes & models intellectual capital and many research
studies in diversified contexts on intellectual capital have been undertaken in the light of the model of intellectual
capital proposed by Bontis [Costa and Canavate (2015), Tsao and Hung (2014), Mhedhbi (2013), Khan et al (2012),
Nazem (2011), Shih et al (2010), Cabrita et al (2009) etc]. Same has been adopted as the operational model of
intellectual capital for this research.
According to Bontis (1998), Intellectual capital is defined as encompassing of human capital, customer capital and
structure capital, where the sub-phenomenon encompasses the intelligence found in human beings, network
relationships and organizational routines respectively.
Human capital comprises of diverse set of skills and capabilities of the employees in the organization. It is considered
as an inventory of the skills sets, knowledge and capabilities of individuals in the organization. It is acknowledged as
employee's proficiency, mutual knowledge, skills, experience, aptitudes, innovative capacity, values, attitudes and
know-how (Subramaniam and Youndt, 2005). Human capital is rare and of great value to any organization. Since it is
difficult to duplicate and substitute, it is identified as a strategic asset. Besides, it reassures the organizational values
and strengthens its core competitive advantage.
Customer capital is the value extracted from the connection that organization have with its customers, clients and
external associates. They create value through loyalty, improved markets, brand perceptions, strong integrations,
feedback and quality (Engstrom et al, 2003; Chang and Tseng, 2005). Customer capital is valued because it can
assimilate and convert the business's strategies, framework and vision, long-term strategies and objectives of an
organization into real course of action which ensures long term organizational sustainability.
Structure capital is referred to the shared-knowledge of a company. It comprises of the non-human stores of
organizational knowledge whose worth to the company is higher than its physical value (Bukh et al., 2001). It
includes the databanks, administrative charts, process instructions, strategies, manuals, routines etc. Chang and
Birkett (2004) consider it as formal and informal structures, including organizational tones, capabilities,
management planning, control systems, processes, networks, policies and culture, which ultimately sustain the
efficient usage of human capital in an organization. Structure capital is an advanced situational framework which is
responsible for stimulating higher efficiencies in human capital and customer capital.
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The concept has gained precedence in nourishing competitive advantage, innovation, improve new product
development, organizational success, core differentiator operator, superior organizational performance, create a
framework for resource disposal, enhance shareholder value, organizational performance etc. (Bartholomew,
2008). This confirms that intellectual capital is a positive value concept, which is always beneficial, in some or the
other context, to the organizations, industries and economies at large.
Organization Effectiveness
Organizational effectiveness is a broad concept which measures the extent to which an organization realizes its
goals, discreetly taking into consideration a range of organizational and departmental variables. An employee may
consider an organization effective if pay cheques are regular, a customer might consider it effective if it provides
value for money spent and a CEO might consider the organization effective if it is profitable. Effectiveness is always
multidimensional and thus the assessment of effectiveness is also always multidimensional. Indicators of
effectiveness are quantitative and qualitative, tangible and intangible; and both have their own precedence in
reflecting the overall health of the organization. In the words of Albert Einstein, it reports “Not everything that counts
can be counted and not everything that can be counted counts”.
Researchers in organizational science acknowledge that the central theme of organizational theory pertained to
organizational effectiveness (Biswas, 2010). One notion that all research on organizational effectiveness share in
common is that it is considered as a uniform bottom line variable which consists of variant components fitting the
contemporary business market and has the potential to delineate the sustainability of any organization (Noruzi and
Rahimi, 2010).
One of the widely acceptable viewpoints on effectiveness explored in Indian context has been proposed by Dhar and
Dhar (2010), which assumes that there are numerous criteria which contribute to effectiveness in an organization.
These criteria differentiate the organizations to be more effective than others if they adopt them. They define
organizational effectiveness as multidimensional construct that has the potential to get influenced by the
performance of the employees, managerial activities and environmental factors. Considering the holistic and
integrated perspective of the psychometric tool it has been adopted in original in this study.
Research Objective
To understand the impact of intellectual caoital and its factors on organizational effectiveness in public and private
educational instititutions.
Research Methodology
An empirical study is undertaken with the sampling frame consisting of educators/faculty/instructors/teachers
employed in public and private sector senior secondary schools and degree colleges. A sample of 120 was choosen
through the process of purposive sampling with a symmetrical distribution between the two sectors (Table 1.1).
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Table 1.1 Sampling Distribution
Sample Description

Private

Public

Senior Secondary Schools

20

20

Degree Colleges

40

40

Total

60

60

The data was collected by administering a standardised 53 item scale on intellectual capital (Bontis, 1998) and 74
item scale of organizational effectiveness (Dhar & Dhar, 2010). The data was analysed using regression analysis.
Results
Table 1.2 reflects that no significant impact of intellectual capital is observed on organizational effectiveness of
education in public sector (t = 0.821 at Sig = 0.418), however the same is observed to have a significant positive
impact on organizational effectiveness of education in private sector (t = 17.595 at Sig = 0.000; β = 0.951). Variance
of intellectual capital towards organizational effectiveness is 90.4% in education in private sector where; R2 = 0.904
at p<0.05. Further, the impact of constituent factors of intellectual capital on organizational effectiveness of private
sector education was also explored. The data analysis reflected that human capital (t = 8.978 at Sig = 0.000, β =
0.842); customer capital (t = 9.656 at Sig = 0.000, β = 0.859); and structure capital (t = 9.710 at Sig = 0.000, β =
0.861) has a significant positive impact with a variance of 71% (R2 = 0.710 at p<0.05); 73.9% (R2 = 0.739 at
p<0.05.); and 74.1% (R2 = 0.741 at p<0.05).
Table 1.2 Regression Analysis showcasing the impact of constituting factors of intellectual capital on Organization
Effectiveness of Public and Private sector education institutions.

Discussion
The result indicated that Intellectual capital has no impact on organizational effectiveness of education institutes in
public sector. This can be contributed to the prevailing scenario of education in India. Recognizing the importance of
education in national development, an unprecedented focus is placed on significantly improving the quality of
education and ensuring the availability of educational opportunities to all segments of the society (Twelfth Five Year
Plan, 2012). To meet these challenges, the education ministry endeavours to achieve 'education for all' with an
inclusive approach. The Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act, 2009 became operative on 1st
April, 2010. At the same time, the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan is being implemented to achieve the goals of universal
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access and retention, bridging of gender and social gaps in enrolment levels and enhancement of learning levels of
all children. With a view to encourage skill development, due focus is being specified on vocational education for
enhancement of individual employability. To provide uniformity in higher technical education, ensuring quality and
its expansion of scope, a number of centrally funded educational institutions have been set up. Rashtriya uchchatar
shiksha abhiyan has been initiated for improving access, equity and quality in the higher education system. In the
direction of improving technical education, various world class engineering and management institutions have been
set up. When the primary objective is still the disbursement of quality education to all at lowest possible cost, the
expectation of brand related behaviours by the members of the public sector education organizations to boost their
organizational effectiveness is rather a far of scenario.
The hallmarks of Indian higher education i.e. IITs, NITs etc. suffer the lack of basic facilities. As per the news report
by Times of India IITs top the list with 39% vacancies and Central Universities follow with 38% vacancies for regular
faculty. The new IITs face only a 22% shortage while the old IITs face a much greater 41% faculty crunch. Many
attribute these shortages to lack of incentives, inadequate salary and a lengthy recruitment process, and unless
these are fixed, the deficit is only going to get worse (Jain, 2015). Of the seven new IIMs established in 2007-2011,
three haven't yet received their independent campus (Ullas, 2015). Deccan Herald mentions that, sarv shiksha
abhiyaan, the flagship programme for elementary education is marred with the issues like budget cuts, internal
corruption, lack of faculty, non-disbursement of salaries to teachers etc. (Mishra, 2006). Privatization of education in
India is not the result of changing ideological commitments of its key actors rather it is the result of breakdown of its
internal system, which has been sensed through its deteriorating quality and non-conformance with expected
output. Though developmental initiatives have been taken by the government of India, but their desired execution
has been questionable (NCAER report, 2012).
Review of financial times rankings of higher educational institutions in the world, statistics of past five years uncover
that the best of engineering colleges and universities in India miss to stand in competition among the globally ranked
institutions when it comes to research capabilities and innovations contributions. It may be concluded that public
education sector in India is still struggling to overcome the paucity of basic needs to deliver education. Its objective
to become quality oriented and advanced through strong intellectual capital and effective subsystems has a long way
to tread.
Teaching jobs in India are usually regarded as safe, well-paying, risk-free and low-pressure jobs with no focus of its
members on performance development. Further, the lack of workable infrastructure and adequate supervision adds
to the demotivation and non-accountability of the employees of public sector education organizations (Report by
United Kingdom Department of International Development, 2007). To add, university grant commission
authenticated that only 1% of the students passing post-graduation courses join PhD programmes. Besides, out of
the total size of employed teachers in higher education 67.4% have not opted for PhD programme (UGC annual
report, 2013).
Quite contrary to the public sector impact of Intellectual capital on organizational effectiveness is apprent in private
sector education institutions. With cut throat competition among the private sector players, maintenance of quality
is the only differentiation factor they survive upon. Austin (1993) recommended that in order to develop an effective
educational institution, the prima facie factor is the knowledge intensive and enthusiastic environment fabricated by
its faculty and students. To add, the effectiveness of an educational organization is primarily judged by the kind of
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success achieved by its alum base and the kind of workforce the institution employs. The success of present
customer base could also be due to their personal characteristics and traits. Therefore, the perception about the
workforce makes a lot of difference.
Education frequently involves a lengthy and formal relationship with the client and a consistent quality delivery of the
service. Interactions of the workforce among themselves, with the potential customers and the market, dominantly
affect the customer perception for a particular educational institution. Principally, what works for private sector
education organizations is their positive word of mouth in the market, which is acquired through either the present
customer or the associated employees (Bendapudi and Berry, 1997). Subsequently, it can reduce the discomfort
from cognitive dissonance engendered by professional services like education, healthcare and legal (Buttle, 1998).
Therefore, it is apprehended that it becomes imperative for an educational institution to outlay a positive brand
image in the market with the help of skills, intellect and helping behaviour of its faculty.
Tarter (1995) advocated that faculty collegiality and faculty-student relationship has a direct impact on educational
institution effectiveness. Research conceptualize that academic vitality is dependent upon faculty members' interest
and expertise, which has a critical role to play in promoting academic excellence and innovation (Wilkerson and Irby,
1998). To add, assessing the critical success factors of an educational institution, it has been reported that the
quality of faculty and technology employed is one of the chief components of consumer choice for an educational
institution (Mazzarol et al, 2001). Human capital, customer capital and structure capital, all together, contribute
towards organizational effectiveness of education in private sector.
Education is categorized as service intensive organizations which are very low on tangibility of its services. Research
has adequately emphasised that organizational effectiveness of an educational institution is a function of - skills,
educational & experience levels of its faculty members (Altbach, 2015); customer relationship, recommendations,
customer satisfaction (Lovelock et al, 1998; Fisk et al, 1993), extent of adoption of modernised systems

&

technology diffusion to leverage quality delivery of the service to the students (Pani et al, 2015). It is understood
from the review that human capital, customer capital and structure capital play their intended roles to generate
organizational effectiveness in education organizations.
Conclusion
Educational institutions should concentrate their efforts towards developing quality delivery, faculty-student
relationship, faculty knowledge & skills, technically modernised systems in order to boost its effectiveness.
Contemplating on the interactive impact of these factors mentioned, it is understood that faculty-studentrelationship, which forms over the period of time determine the customer relationships in an educational
organization. When complemented with requisite human skills - in terms of faculty expertise and student
knowledge; technology & knowledge sharing system can have synergistic impact to nurture organizational
effectiveness in educational institutions. Public sector educational institutions need to primarily invest in developing
a self-sustaining model of operations to lay a strong foundation for building value generating ecosystem in future.
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Abstract
Employability training identifies the job candidate's skills, combines them with improved self-awareness, and
prepares them for their graduate job search. Having employability skills can help the students to get a job. This
research paper is trying to explore the effectiveness of the training on employability competence conducted in the
prestigious AVVM Sri Pushpam College, Thanjavur. It aims to study the market scenario, opportunities and
challenges ahead in the training on employability and CSR practices conducted by organized CSR organizations. The
study is exploratory in nature and aims to bring insights from the pre and post training scenario in the graduates from
the rural background. Employability is becoming the key concern of the macro economic variables where
competency development is the major challenge in the education sector. Training and development are become
extremely important for lifting up students from the rural background and offer those necessary inputs, exposure
and imparting skills on them to face the challenge in an effective manner. This research tries to understand and
assess the demographic, socio and economic profile. The respondents were asked to rate their skill set with specific
parameters before and after the training programme and the value addition during the training part. It is also probing
the training content and module usefulness, relevance and delivery effectiveness of the training period in the given
time. The output of the research will be considered as an input to improve the training module, it methodology and
delivery to enhance the performance to the select target audience.
Key Words: Training, Development, Employability, CSR & Skills.
INTRODUCTION:
Employability training identifies the job candidate's skills, combines them with improved self-awareness, and
prepares them for their graduate job search. Having employability skills can help the students to get a job. With the
amalgam of the Foundation's contribution and the skills development competence of leading Global training agency,
Crest point, the Foundation has developed and deployed a skill training model for imparting employability skills
training to the underprivileged students. The training model is designed to be interactive with lots of games,
exercises and role plays which would not only sustain the interest throughout training period but also ensure
retention of knowledge and skills.
Skill training is a necessity in today's scenario. It has emerged that, of the 15 million graduates entering the market
each year, about 75% lack the basic soft skills and technical knowhow to execute the core tasks. It is imperative to
constantly up-skill and re-skill to remain relevant in the growing economy like India. India has a large number of
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educated unemployed youth, and on the other, the industry is short of skilled professionals. With new opportunities
every day and innovations constantly upgrading the lifestyle of people, it is necessary to adapt to these changes
through skill and vocational training. India boasts of a huge demographic dividend and has the second largest
workforce in the world. The platform would enable businesses to make measurable commitments to skills
development and share insights and best practices.
Over the years, industry experts have argued that 'lack of opportunities' is a concern. But, there is a greater concern lack of skills. According to the National Sample Survey, out of the 470 million people of working age in India, only
10% receive any kind of training or access to skilled employment opportunities. There is no dearth of jobs. The
shortage really is of the required skills for a particular job. With businesses going global and dealings with
international clients becoming a norm, soft skills are more important than ever for potential employees. The main
purpose of this study was to analyze the impact of soft skills training on the employability competency of Arts and
Science graduates and to identify the important skill groups (core soft skills) required for students to enhance
employability.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the effect of soft skill acquisition and the training methodology adopted on
employee work performance. In this study, the authors study the trends of research in training and work
performance in organisations that focus on the acquisition of technical or “hard skills” for employee training and
evaluating work performance. This study was conducted to redirect the focus of employee training and development
goals to the acquisition of soft skills, which have a very high and lasting impact on improving employee performance.
The education as well as the market scenario is changing very fast. A decade ago, those individuals who had a
brilliant academic record with added work experience were well sought after by most of the corporate institutions.
But today hard skills and experience are not sufficient enough for the ingress and escalation in the corporate world.
Employers prefer to hire and promote those persons who are resourceful, ethical, and self-directed with good
communication/ soft skills. Dearth of soft skills in the candidates has resulted in low hiring by corporate. In spite of
such great significance of soft skills, many management colleges are reluctant to incorporate soft skills training in the
curriculum of management courses. This paper is based on an empirical study conducted between students
regularly exposed to soft skills sessions and those who are deprived of the same.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE:
According to The Economist (Intelligence Unit, January, 2015), it is critically analysed and suggested that
“businesses are just as concerned about poor English communication interpersonal and problem-solving skills as
they are about subject matter training. This can be overcome by changing curriculum in schools and colleges to
encourage development of such employable skills as well compulsory job placements and on-the-job training
programmes.”
According to Okada Aya (2012), the authors are examining the impact of investment in education and training for
youth. It reiterates the need for developing knowledge-based economy and move up the value chain. It is
indispensable for India to improve the quality of education at every level. India needs to up scale the skills
development system does not correspond to either the level of skills demanded by industry or the overall levels of
education of most young people.
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The major objective is to see how Indian education is impacting the country's competitiveness to become a global
powerhouse.
Skills gaps across two major group's current workers and future workers offer significant obstacles to sector growth
across South Asia. Development of soft skills amongst future workers is of increasing significance if countries such as
India and Sri Lanka are to capitalize on growth opportunities in services sectors such as BPO, ICT and hospitality.
Development of these skills must be undertaken in partnership between institutions and the private sector, with
increasing scope for shared learning experiences. Soft skills development will also become more relevant in complex
manufacturing, with training undertaken as a part of technical skills development at a TVET level. Amongst current
workers, all countries in the region need to dramatically up skill agricultural and construction workers at a basic
literacy and skills level to enable a shift away from traditional subsistence agriculture towards more growth-oriented
sectors.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:
a.

b.

Research Objectives:
i.

To understand the demographic and socio-economic profile of the select respondents who underwent the

ii.

Redington training programme.
To explore the impact of the training programme before training and after training with clear-cut

iii.

dimensions.
To find the effectiveness of Redington Foundation towards CSR soft skill training on employability

iv.

competency of select students.
To study the efficiency of the training modules delivered to select students.

Nature of Study: The research is conducted to explore the problem situation. It is conducted to explore the
effectiveness of the training programme. Hence, it is naturally falls into “Exploratory Research.”

c.

Types of Investigation: The investigation of the research is based on a casual relationship. The researcher
aims to identify the cause and effect relationship of diverse banking channels with its customers.

d.

Unit of Analysis: The unit of analysis is individual participant who took part in the training programme.

e.

Scaling Techniques: The two major scales used are Likert scale, and 3 point scale. In addition, dichotomous
question were posed in the questionnaire.

f.

Sampling Design:
- The sample element is both boys and girls who have undergone the training programme in the given period
of time.
- The research has an extent only with the chosen college.
- The sampling techniques are based on the Non-probability sampling. It is based on the convenience
sampling. Though the population is finite, the sample is chosen on a convenience basis due to various practical
challenges in collecting the data.
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DATA COLLECTION, ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS:
a.

Demographic and Socio-Economic Profile:
i.

Age: 98% of the respondents were belonging to 18-21 years old. Hardly 2% of them belong

ii.

22-25 years old.
Department: 2% of the students belong to B.Com Department. 8% of them belong to BBA department.
66% of them belong to science and computer applications department. 24% of them belong to Arts and

Literature Department.
iii. Father's Occupation: 46% of the student's fathers are an agriculturalist. 17% of them are
iv.

entrepreneurs. 10% belongs to government and public service. 27% of them are private professionals.
Educational Qualification of Parents: 89% of them have finished only up to higher secondary. 2% of
them are technical or diploma holders. 4% of them are undergraduates. 2% of them are post graduates.

v.

3% of them are professionals.
Average Monthly Income: 82% of them belong Rs.10, 000/- or less. 8% of them earns up to 20,000

rupees. 8% of them earns up to 50, 000 rupees. 2% of them earn above rupees 50, 000/vi. Training Period: 71% of the respondents feels that the training period offered is sufficient. 29% of them
expressed their concern that the training period could have been more.
vii. Overall Training Efficiency: 60 % of the respondents felt that the training programme was good. 31%
of them had expressed that the overall efficiency of the training period is excellent. 9% of them have
expressed that it is average.
viii. Current Employment: 40% of them are currently employed. 60% of them are yet to be employed.
ix. Referring the Programme to Juniors: 98% of the respondents have mentioned that they will preferably
suggest this one to their juniors. Only 2% of them denied that.
b.

Knowledge and Skill Level Before Training (BT) and After Training (AT):
i.

English Language: Speaking Ability:
BT: Almost 60% of the respondents were felt that they are low in English Language Speaking Skills. 38%
of them felt that they are average in their Spoken Communication through English. 2% of them felt that
high in communication.
AT: hardly 2% of them only felt that they are still low after receiving the training. 39% of them felt
average. 58% of them felt high in their spoken communication. 1% of them felt very high.

ii.

Interpersonal Skills:
BT: 10% of them have stated that they are very low in interpersonal skills. 46% of them felt low. 40% of
them felt average. 4% of them were mentioned that they have high interpersonal skills.
AT: hardly 8% of them stated that they are still low with their interpersonal skills. 15% of them felt
average in the interpersonal skills. 71% of them have stated that they have high interpersonal skills. 6%
of them mentioned that they have very high interpersonal skills that they have developed after training
programme.

iii. Personality Development:
BT: 14% of them felt very low in the personality aspects. 17% of them felt low. 65% of them felt average
in their personality development. Only 4% of them felt they are high in their personality development
quotient
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AT: A meagre 2% level of respondents yet feel lack in their personality development. 10% of them felt
average with it. 71% of them felt high. 17% of them feel very high in their personality development
aspects.
iv.

Confidence Building:
BT: Up to 4% of respondents felt very low in their confidence part. 35% of respondents felt low in their
confidence aspects. 53% of them felt are average and 8% of them felt high in their confidence part.
AT: A meagre of 2% of respondents still feels low in their confidence parts. 10% of them feel average and
50% of them feel high. The most significant part is that 38% of them feel very high in their confidence
building part after training.

v.

Confidence Building:
BT: Up to 10% of them felt that they have very low ability to face the GD and interview. 64% of them felt
low in that skill. 26% of them felt average in GD and interview skills.
AT: A meagre of 2% of respondents yet feels very low in their conversation, GD and interview skills. 25%
of the respondents feel that they are average in that skill. 58% of them felt very good and 15% of them
very high after this training programme in conversation, GD and interview skills needed for a job.

vi. Preparedness for the Job:
BT: 19% of them felt very low with their preparedness for a skilled job. 50% of them felt low in same
parameter. 31% of them felt average in the preparedness part.
AT: Up to 4% of the respondents yet feeling low in preparedness in a skilled job. 12% of them felt
average. 64% of them feel very high and 20% of them have registered that they have a very high
confidence and preparedness to take up a skilled job.
c.

Efficiency of Training Modules:
Training Relevance: 40% of them strongly agreed that the training modules are relevant to the job. 56% of
them agreed that the content is pertinent. 4% of them has neither agree nor disagreed with the efficiency part
of the module.
Ability to Learn and Practice the Concept: 21% of the respondents felt strong agreement that they are able to
learn and practice in the given training modules. 69% of them have agreed about the learning and practice
part. 10% of them neither agreed nor disagreed.
Learning Environment Suitability: 44% of the respondent has strongly agreed that ESLC learning environment
is highly suitable. 54% of them felt and agreed that the learning environment is conducive. A meagre of 2%
respondents have neither agreed nor disagreed.
Usefulness of Training Activities: 44% of respondents have strongly agreed that the training activities are
really useful. 56% of them agreed about the usefulness of the training programmes.
Matching Expectations: 44% of the respondents have strongly agreed that they are expectations about the
training were matched perfectly. 48% of them agreed with in this regard. 2% of them has neither agreed nor
disagreed. 6% of them have stated that they are disagreeing with the statement and the training did not meet
their expectations.
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SUGGESTIONS
i.

It is evident that a huge percentage of student participants who have clearly mentioned that the training
period could have been more. Since this is the first kind of program that they are exposed to improve
themselves. Almost 47% of them are coming from agriculturist background were the scope for confidence
building, language development and interpersonal skill orientation. Hence Redington has to think through
about extending the periodicity or any other possibility to alter the program timeline that makes the delivery
even more effective.

ii.

The objective of the program is to higher. However, the parameters have to be clearly framed and grouped in
to clusters. In this case English language as one module, Personality development, as another module, GD &
Interview skills as a separate module to be framed. Each of these modules has to be measured with clear-cut
parameters. So that the measurement of results in each vertical can be visibly seen.

iii.

The suggestion column given in the questionnaire opened some meaningful feedback from the respondents,
they are as follows;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The training session time has to be extended more.
To include the technical skill as a component of training to be imparted.
Reading materials both in hard copy form and soft copy should be distributed for reading and reference.
To include a module about basic software knowledge.
To include e-learning and video conferencing as an addition.
The training program could have been started in the first year of the UG course itself.
To add more and more activity based learning.
To enrich the English with more grammar sessions.

SCOPE FOR FURTHER RESEARCH: The research has to be further extended on a detailed parameters and
different zones where the Redington carried out its programme. The inputs may further extend in designing,
delivering and communicating the training programme.
CONCLUSION: The research is based on the individual interest in identifying the talent and skill development after
6 months of rigorous training imparted on them. It gave research insights and learning to proceed further with due
corrections to be done and strengthen the existing good factors that has to be delivered even better.
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Abstract
Banking industry being a service industry relies heavily on the services provided by its employees. Due to the direct
interactions and dealings, it is underlined that there is a lag between the services provided by the employees and the
expectations of the customers. Moreover in the era of flattened hierarchies and heightened expectations the work
attitudes of front line employees is the most important thing to handle. Nichols (2006) stated that, “employees are
like a fulcrum – they can have a tremendous effect on sales and profitability, both positive and negative”. The
advancements in service industry and increasing role of employees in organizations specially banking organizations
demand a lot more from employees than there routine prescribed work roles. These extra services may not be
formally compensated but are very vital for the organization growth and performance. Such behaviour of employees
is called organizational citizenship behaviour. Whenever an employee enters an organization there is a psychological
contract that develops between the employer and the employee which if in any case gets breached, leads to negative
responses.
The present paper attempts to take up the employee based dimensions of psychological contract i.e. psychological
contract transitions and Psychological contract fulfilment. The paper endeavours to study the impact of employee
perceptions on psychological contract upon their organizational citizenship behaviour. The geographical scope of
study is limited to 3 public and 3 private sector banks in and around Chandigarh. The data is collected from 200
respondents picked from the employees of SBI, PNB, Canara Bank, Axis Bank, HDFC Bank selected using stratified
random sampling. The findings show a significant relationship between psychological contract transitions and
fulfilment on one side and organizational citizenship behaviour in banks on the other side.
Key words: Psychological contract, Psychological contract transitions, Psychological Contract Fulfilment,
Organizational citizenship behaviour, Banking organizations
Introduction
Organizational citizenship behaviour is a type of employee behaviour in which employee takes up extra duties and
roles in the organization over and above his /her main job without any extra formal reward system. The underlying
feature of such behaviour is that employees feel identified with the job and the organization and do not hesitate to
put up extra efforts for the same. There has been lot of research highlighting the factors that promote OCB among
employees in various types of organizations. However, the significant thing to notice is that OCB surely tends to bring
up good performance level in the organizations.
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Some of the factors that have been found to encourage OCB are employee satisfaction (Bateman & Organ, 1983),
leadership style (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Moorman, & Fetter, 1990) and, employee commitment (O'Reilly &
Chatman, 1986) and many more. Various researchers have devised scales and inventories to study OCB in different
settings. The paper uses the Fox and Spector (2008) scale of OCB-C i.e. organizational citizenship Behaviour
checklist that was validated in 2008 with 20 items.
In every organization the relationship between the employee and employer plays a significant role in job satisfaction
of the employee. There are many factors that impact this relationship, with many of them being the tangibles like
salary, work hours, infrastructure of the work place etc. but there are some important intangible factors also that
impact this relationship. Some of these intangible factors include organizational climate and culture, perceived
organization support and justice, psychological contract etc. Relationships and relational issues such as obligations
play an increasingly important role in economics and organizational behaviour (Williamson, 1979).
Psychological Contract can be defined as “an individual's belief in mutual obligations between than person and
another party, such as employer” (Rousseau, 1989). The psychological contract originates when in a job an
employee perceives certain promises from the employer and expects them to be fulfilled in a fair manner. This can be
in for form of fair promotion or salary or other benefits. The breach of psychological contract is found to have
significant negative impact on organizational commitment (Coyle-Shapiro & Kessler, 2000), job satisfaction
(Robinson & Rousseau, 1994), Trust (Robinson S. L., 1996), performance and many other variables.
The paper takes the help of Psychological Contract Inventory (PCI) which is developed by (Rousseau D. M., 2000) for
the present study. PCI contains both content and evaluation measures which are used to measure a range of
different terms associated with the employment. The extent of fulfilment or breach of psychological contract is
tested by separately testing the various terms and whether the respondent feels that the commitment made by the
employer was fulfilled or not. There are four dimensions which are measured by the PCI, these are Employee
Obligations, Employer obligations, Contract Transition Indicators and Psychological contract fulfilment. The
obligations part is not taken as a part of the present study. The Transitions and Fulfilment are taken as independent
variables with OCB as dependent variable for the present study.
Psychological contract transitional dimension is concerned with the consequences of changes in the organization
which are inconsistent with the previous employment arrangements. It includes:
a) Mistrust: If the firm sends mixed signals to the employees about its intentions then the employee will
mistrust the organization. If the firm mistrusts the worker then it will withhold information from its employees.
b) Uncertainty: There could be uncertainty in the mind of the employee about his or her obligations towards
the firm.
c) Erosion: The employee expects fewer returns from his job in the future as compared to the past. Employer
has introduced changes which had reduced the wages and hence quality of work life has taken a hit.
Psychological contract fulfilment tends to find out the extent to which employer fulfils its commitments to employees
and how well he lives up to his/her does promises in general as perceived by employees.
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Review of Literature
Robinson and Morrison (2000) studied the factors affecting employees' perceptions whether their psychological
contract has been breached by their organization. They found that perceived contract breach was more likely due to
lesser performance, and a weak formal socialization process. Turnley and Feldman (2000) studied the impact of
psychological contract breach on employee's intention to quit, negligence of in-role job duties and responsibilities
and, organizational citizenship behaviour. Kate J. McInnis et al (2009) conducted a research to understand the
relations between psychological contract and employee's commitment towards the organization. It was observed
that both the affective commitment and normative commitment was related to the most of the features of
psychological contract. Johnson & O'Leary-Kelly (2003) in their study revealed a positive and significant relationship
between the psychological contract breach and affective and cognitive cynicism. Struges (2005) conducted a
research and found out that there was direct relationship between organizational career management and
psychological contract fulfilment. Tekleab et al. (2005) conducted a study and found that perceived organizational
support was negatively related to psychological contract violation and psychological contract violating was
negatively related to job satisfaction. Vos et al. (2003) examined that the perceived contributions had a positive
relationship with changes in the perceived promises and newcomer's perceptions of inducements received were
directly related to employee promises perception over time. Dick (2006) conducted a qualitative research to locate
psychological contract focusing on individual-organizational relationship and analysed that beliefs about mutual
obligations of manager and the part time officer was derived from the structural signals. Agarwal (2011) conducted a
research and found that there exists a significant relationship between psychological contract and organizational
commitment including affective commitment. The psychological contract was also found to have a significant
relation on the employee's intent to stay in the organization.
A good amount of research has been done so far to study the relationship of organizational citizenship behaviour
with other variables like organizational justice, personality, race etc. Van Dyne and Ang (1998) conducted a research
to find the difference of engagement in organizational citizenship behaviour between contingent workers and
regular workers. Dyne et al. (1994) found that covenantal relationship has a positive association with various
categories of organizational citizenship behaviour. It was also found loyalty had a mediated relationship with
organizational citizenship behaviour with job satisfaction, cynicism, values, potential score and tenure having fully
mediated effect on loyalty and job level having partial mediating effect. Bukhari & Ali (2009) found that there is a
significant negative relationship between organizational citizenship behaviour and counterproductive work
behaviour. Yung Chou and Pearson (2012) confirmed a significant relationship between valence of job satisfaction
and OCB and the relationship between OCB and actual job satisfaction. Bhatnagar & Sandhu (2005) found that there
is a significant positive relationship between psychological empowerment and organizational citizenship behaviour.
Not just this, the variables of psychological empowerment were also found to be positively related with the
organizational citizenship behaviour. Jafari & Bidarian (2012) revealed that there was a significantly positive
relationship between organizational citizenship behaviour on one hand and organizational citizenship behaviour on
the other. Peelle (2007) found out that there was a significant relationship between perceived organizational support
and intention to display organizational citizenship behaviour directed at the organization. Chiang & Hsieh (2012)
indicated that there was a significantly positive relationship between perceived organization support and
organizational citizenship behaviour and also between psychological empowerment and organizational citizenship
behaviour. It was also found that OCB acted as a mediator between job performance and perceived organizational
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support but only partially. Guangling (2010) conducted a study to identify the relationship between organizational
citizenship behaviour and organizational identification and hence organizational justice.
Overall, the review of literature shows that the two variables i.e. psychological contract and organizational
citizenship behaviour are related in various different settings. The employee perceptions with regard to
psychological contract seems to have a direct relationship with various types of work attitudes of employees
irrespective of country or organizational differences.
Need and Significance of the Study
The study aims at finding out the impact of psychological contract transitions and fulfilment on one side and
organizational citizenship behaviour on the other side in the banking industry. The review of literature shows few
researches done on the variables in study in banking industry. Banking industry faces a number of challenges in
present scenario of customer relationships and preferences. In this regard the management in banks confronts
numerous issues relating to employees. In banks employees especially the front line employees who play an
important role in gaining competitive advantage the present study becomes imperative. The results of this study will
help generalize the factors that can be taken care of in banking organizations and their managers understand the
perceptions of their employees with regard to the psychological contract fulfilment and its consequent impact on
organizational citizenship behaviour. This will also enable the organizations to understand what according to its
employee, is their obligation in the mutual employee-employer relation, the breach of which results in dissatisfaction
and in return decrease in organizational citizenship behaviour. On the basis of the results the organizations could
take steps to ensure that the breach of psychological contract does not happen if in case it affects citizenship
behaviour of the employees.
The Scope of Study:
The theoretical scope of study is limited to psychological contract transitions and fulfilment as independent
variables. Psychological contract transitions consist of three sub dimensions i.e. Mistrust, Uncertainty and Erosion.
Organizational citizenship behaviour is studied as one single dimension and is a dependent variable in the study. The
geographical scope of study is limited to selected 3 public and 3 private sector banks in Chandigarh city.
Research Objectives
The main objectives of this study are given below1.

To study the extent of psychological contract Transitions as perceived by the employees of selected public and
private sector banks.

2.

To study the extent of psychological contract Fulfilment as perceived by the employees of selected public and
private sector banks.

3.

To the study the extent of organizational citizenship behaviour among the employees of selected public and
private sector banks.
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4.

To study the impact of psychological contract transitions and fulfilment on one hand and Organizational
citizenship behaviour on the other side.

Hypotheses of the Study
On the basis of the objectives of the study following null hypotheses have been designed:
H01: The psychological contract transitions have no significant relationship with organizational citizenship
behaviour of employees of public and private sector banks
H01.1: the “Mistrust” perceptions has no significant relationship with organizational citizenship behaviour of
employees of public and private sector banks
H01.2: The “Uncertainty” perceptions has no significant relationship with organizational citizenship behaviour
of employees of public and private sector banks
H01.3: The “Erosion” perceptions has no significant relationship with organizational citizenship behaviour of
employees of public and private sector banks
H02: The Psychological contract fulfilment has no significant relationship with organizational citizenship behaviour
of employees of public and private sector banks.
H03: There is no significant difference between public and private sector banks with regard to psychological
contract transitions and Organizational citizenship behaviour
H03.1: There is no significant difference between public and private sector banks with regard to Mistrust
perceptions
H03.2: There is no significant difference between public and private sector banks with regard to Uncertainty
perceptions
H03.3: There is no significant difference between public and private sector banks with regard to Erosion
perceptions
H03.4: There is no significant difference between public and private sector banks with regard to
Organizational Citizenship Behaviour
Research Design
The present research is a descriptive study done in public and private sector banks in and around Chandigarh. 3
public and 3 private sector banks are selected having branches in Chandigarh and having good performance
indicators. A sample size of 200 employees is selected for this study out of the selected public and private sector
banks using stratified random sampling method.
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Reliability Analysis
Reliability analysis of the data is analyzed using Cronbach's Alpha values using SPSS and the Cronbach's Alpha value
for the adapted version of psychological contract scale comes out to be 0.744 and that for organizational citizenship
behaviour is 0.755 which means that both the scales are reliable on the given sample and hence appropriate to use.
This is shown in the Table 1. Since both the values are greater than 0.70 this scale is considered to be reliable.
Table 1: Reliability Statistics
Items

Cronbach alpha

Psychological Contract

0.744

Organizational Citizenship Behaviour

0.755

Important Findings of the study:
It is hypothesized that there is no significant relationship between psychological transitions on one side and OCB on
the other side. Correlation analysis reveals that there is a significant and negative relationship between
psychological contract transitions on one hand and Organizational citizenship behaviour on the other. With an
increase in mistrust, uncertainty and erosion perceptions employees' tend to show a decrease in organizational
citizenship behaviour. Correlation values show a negative relationship between mistrust and OCB (correlation
coefficient=.270), uncertainty and OCB (correlation coefficient=-.261) and Erosion and OCB (correlation
coefficient=-.242). All the correlation values are significant at 1% level of significance showing a high level of
relationship between the variables. Thus the null hypotheses H01 stands rejected.
The analysis also show a significant and positive relationship between psychological contract fulfilment and
organizational citizenship behaviour (correlation coefficient=.300). Therefore, H02 is rejected in this case.
Table 2 : Correlation Matrix

** Significant at 1% level of significance
This indicates that in order to improve the organizational citizenship behaviour of bank employees the employers
must take care of the psychological contract fulfillment and reduce the levels of mistrust, uncertainty and erosions of
psychological contracts.
In order to further validate the impact of independent variables on Organizational citizenship behaviour stepwise
regression is applied. It is found that only the psychological contract fulfilment comes out to be the significant
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predictor of OCB with an explanation of 9% (Table 3.1). The psychological contract transitions are not found to
influence significantly through regression analysis and all the three variables are excluded from the resultant model
(Table 3.4)
Table 3.1: Model Summary

a. Predictors: (Constant), Psy Contract Fulfillment

b. Dependent Variable: OCB

Table 3.2: ANOVA

a. Dependent Variable: OCB
b. Predictors: (Constant), Psy Contract fulfillment
Table 3.3: Coefficients

a. Dependent Variable OCB
Table 3.4: Excluded Variables

a. Dependent Variable: OCB
b. Predictors in the Model: Psy Contract Fulfillment
The Step wise regression results indicate that psychological contract fulfilment is the most important predictor
of organizational citizenship behaviour. Higher the fulfilment, higher is the resulting OCB.
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The Descriptive Analysis: Public –Private Comparison
The descriptive statistics show that the out of the three dimensions of psychological contract transitions mean value
of mistrust is highest (11.77) followed by the perception of psychological contract erosion with mean value of
(11.62). The employees in banks find comparatively lesser degree of uncertainty behaviour with regard to their
employers.
It is hypothesized that there is no significant difference between public and private sector banks with regard to
psychological transitions, psychological contract fulfilment and OCB. Sector wise findings reveal that the
psychological contract transitions are higher in public sector banks as compared to private sector banks. The
difference is however not statistically significant as the p value is higher in this case. Psychological fulfilment mean
score is higher in private sector banks as compared to public sector banks. The extent organizational citizenship
behaviour is also found to be higher in private sector banks (Mean value=73.8) as compared to public sector
banks(mean value=71.2). However the t test results are not found to be significant in any of these cases. Thus, the
hypotheses H03 are accepted.
Table 4: Sector wise comparison of Mean Values

** Degrees of Freedom
To conclude, the study reveals that a regular survey of psychological contract perceptions by the bank management
is extremely important. The psychological contract and perceptions of employees relating to it are the essential
variables to be given due consideration by the employers in banks, because in banking industry employees and their
performance is the main source of competitive advantage. The study indicates that psychological contract fulfilment
is a very significant predictor of organizational citizenship behaviour among employees. It is further noted that the
problem of psychological contract mistrust, uncertainty and erosion is higher in public sector banks as compared to
private sector banks. In nutshell, in banks employees being an important resource need to be understood in a more
psychological and emotional manner and their psychological satisfaction need to be considered more than any other
variables to ensure better performance and higher citizenship behaviour.
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Performance Research for Talent Management Firm for
Customer Service Supervisor
Krishnan Ravishankar
Dan Harrison, PhD
Harrison Assessments International
Study Purpose
The aim of this research was to analyze the ability of Harrison Suitability Scores to predict performance. The study
began in April 2018 and was completed on April 18, 2018.
Sample
This study was completed at the company's locations in USA. Its business is related to IT Staffing solutions, IT
Services and Talent Management. The research sample consisted of 55 employees in the Customer Service
Supervisor position. All of the employees sampled were in the same position with the same responsibilities.
Measures
Each employee was rated by the organization according to performance. The ratings were completed by the
supervisor according to the following criteria:
Midyear Evaluation Score
Expected Business Results
The organization was asked to provide an integer from 60 to 100 based on the following scale when creating an
overall performance rating for each employee.
100

Ideal

90

Excellent

80

Good

75

Average

70

Below Average

60

Poor

The performance ratings were analyzed against the length of time in the job to determine that the ratings were not
biased against individuals who had been in the job for a shorter period of time. The final ratings were then
determined and mutually agreed. The mean performance score was 79.13 with a standard deviation.
7.30. HA Benchmarking Technology
The Harrison benchmarking technology is a software program that utilizes a proprietary algorithm to identify the
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suitability traits measured by the Harrison Suitability Assessment that demonstrate a relationship with the overall
performance score. It also identifies the relative importance of the trait relationships. The 175 traits considered in
the analysis included a full range of suitability factors related to personality, attitudes, motivations, interpersonal
skills, task preferences, interests, and work environment preferences. The benchmarking technology generates a
Job Success Formula (JSF) which formulates the traits related to success. The traits are formulated by awarding
either positive or negative points to different levels of the traits based on the relative importance of each trait to
performance and how each level of each trait impacts performance.
The traits are categorized as essential traits, desirable traits and traits to avoid. Essential traits demonstrate a linear
relationship with performance. Desirable traits and traits to avoid, demonstrate a nonlinear relationship with
performance.
The JSF is used to calculate an overall suitability score based on the trait scores of individuals and how closely their
responses align with the JSF. The overall suitability score is a percentage based on the sum of the points earned by
the individual divided by the number of points possible in the JSF. The overall suitability score is then interpreted in
the following manner:
90-100

Expected to be an excellent performer

80-89

Expected to be a good performer

75-79

Expected to be an average performer

70-74

Expected to be a below average performer

69 or below

Expected to be a poor performer

Results
The employees in the sample group were run against the resulting JSF. The mean suitability score was 79.16 with a
standard deviation of 9.44.
Of the 175 Harrison Assessments' traits, 50 traits showed a relationship with job performance. Ten of the 50 traits
showed a significant linear correlation with performance and thus were included as essential traits. The correlations
of the essential traits ranged between 0.381 and 0.171. (All of the 50 traits are included and explained in Appendix
A.)
The correlations of the essential traits are shown below:
Essential Trait

Mean

StdD

Coefficient

Significance

Wants Challenge

7.28

1.76

0.381

0.0041

Collaborative

7.63

1.63

0.242

0.0753

Open / reflective

7.06

1.59

0.262

0.0528

Truth Exploring

5.75

1.24

0.263

0.0524

Poised Achievement

6.79

0.86

0.250

0.0657

Wants Autonomy

7.08

1.96

0.242

0.0748

Relaxed

5.49

1.87

0.201

0.1413
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Analytical

7.76

1.56

0.171

0.2110

Enforcing

6.41

1.55

0.171

0.2125

Flexible Organizing

7.53

1.16

0.183

0.1809

n = 55
The overall suitability score automatically generated from the JSF predicted performance at a moderate level.

Suitability Score

N
55

Mean
79.16

StdD
9.44

Coefficient
0.643

Significance Level
0.0000

Summary Interpretation of the Resulting Traits
Good performers in this position are individuals who enjoy a challenge and are selfmotivated. However, at that same
time they manage stress and approach work in a relaxed manner. They prefer autonomy which is balanced by their
strong drive to achieve results. They are collaborative and analyze situations with an open mind, yet they are
reasonably confident in their own views. All the above qualities help them when they need to hold others
accountable and they are comfortable doing so. They approach their work in an organized manner while being
flexible and adaptive to change.
They have a good range of interpersonal skills including being reasonably helpful and assertive. They don't mind
negotiating and are 'ok' with themselves. They don't mind organizing information and working on computers.
They also tend not to have the negative derailers as listed in Appendix A
Conclusion
The results of this study provide insight into the traits that relate to overall performance within the Customer Service
Supervisor position for the company. The benchmarking technology produced a JSF that provided a detailed analysis
of the traits related to job success including the traits that hinder performance.
The results of this validation study demonstrated a statistically significant relationship between the overall suitability
scores produced by the JSF and the performance scores. Consequently, the results are useful, especially considering
the suitability scores did not take into consideration the eligibility factors (education, skills and experience).
Since this JSF measures suitability only, it is not recommended that the suitability score is used as a cut-off for
selection purposes. Rather, it should be used as one factor to be considered along with eligibility factors, skills test
results, and interview results. For development of new employees in this position, the JSF provides an effective
means of identifying the specific personal behaviors that impact performance.
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APPENDIX A
ESSENTIAL TRAITS - These are traits in which higher scores generally relate better performance.
Wants Challenge - The willingness to attempt difficult tasks or goals
Collaborative - The tendency to collaborate with others when making decisions
Open / reflective - The tendency to reflect on many different viewpoints
Truth Exploring - The tendency to explore different viewpoints and formulate conclusions without becoming fixed in
one's opinions
Poised Achievement - The tendency to be self-motivated while at the same time managing stress
Wants Autonomy - The desire to have freedom or independence from authority
Relaxed - The tendency to feel at ease or calm while working
Analytical - The tendency to logically examine facts and situations (not necessarily analytical ability)
Enforcing - The tendency to insist upon necessary rules being followed
Flexible Organizing - The tendency to organize things while at the same time maintaining flexibility
DESIRABLE TRAITS - These are traits in which low scores hinder success but there is not necessarily a significant
overall correlation with performance. In other words, poor performers have a higher incidence of low scores on this
type of trait.
Helpful - The tendency to respond to others' needs and assist or support others to achieve their goals
Assertive - The tendency to put forward personal wants and needs Negotiating
- The tendency to bargain in order to reach a beneficial agreement
Manages Stress Well - The tendency to deal effectively with strain and difficulty when it occurs Interpersonal Skills The tendency to have a balance of traits that relate to effective interaction with others
Clerical - The enjoyment of tasks such as typing or filing or organizing information
Computers - The enjoyment of working with electronic machines that calculate, store, or analyze information
Self-improvement - The tendency to attempt to develop or better oneself
Tolerance Of Evasiveness - The level of comfort related to dealing with people who are indirect or lacking in frankness
Flexible - The tendency to easily adapt to change Frank - The tendency to be straightforward, direct, to the point, and
forthright
Repetition - The tolerance of monotonous work: a single activity repeated over and over (e.g. assembly line)
Wants Diplomacy - The desire for others to be tactful
Influencing - The tendency to try to persuade others
Organized - The tendency to place and maintain order in an environment or situation
Receives Correction - The tendency to accept guidance intended to improve performance
Mutual Help - The tendency to pursue solutions that are beneficial to all parties concerned
Certain - The tendency to feel confident in one's opinions Precise - The enjoyment of work that requires being exact
and the tendency to be detail oriented
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Tolerance Of Structure - The tolerance of following rules, schedules, and procedures created by someone else
Enthusiastic - The tendency to be eager and excited toward one's own goals
Research / learning - The enjoyment of gathering and comprehending new information
TRAITS TO AVOID - These are traits that hinder success but don't necessarily have a negative correlation with
success.
Defensive - The tendency to be self-accepting without sufficiently intending to improve
Needs Avoidance - The tendency to lack assertiveness as well as helpfulness
Fast But Imprecise - The tendency to work quickly without sufficient attention to detail or accuracy
Rigidly Organized - The tendency to be organized without sufficiently adapting to change
Authoritarian - The tendency to make decisions independently without sufficiently collaborating with others
Uncertain Disinterest - The tendency to lack confidence in one's own opinions while at the same time not reflecting
on different ideas and opinions
Stressed Underachievement - The tendency to lack achievement orientation while at the same time being tense
and/or having difficulty dealing with stress
Inconclusive - The tendency to reflect on ideas without sufficiently coming to conclusions
Dominating - The tendency to be assertive of one's needs without sufficiently being helpful to others
Evasive - The tendency to be tactful without being sufficiently direct
Forceful Enforcing - The tendency to enforce rules without sufficiently enlisting others' cooperation
Self-sacrificing - The tendency to respond to others' needs without sufficiently expressing one's own needs
Rigidly Meticulous - The tendency to focus on details without sufficiently adapting to change
Dogmatic - The tendency to be certain of opinions without sufficiently being open to different ideas
Pay Minus Motivation - The tendency to have a desire for money that is greater than the personal drive necessary to
earn it
Permissive - The tendency to be warm and empathetic without sufficiently enforcing rules or holding others
accountable
Avoids Decisions - The tendency to avoid decision-making authority as well as collaborative decisions-making
Blunt - The tendency to be frank or direct without being sufficiently tactful or diplomatic
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